Interior design and architecture summer courses in Berlin
(Re)thinking Bauhaus

Bauhaus is celebrating its 100 year anniversary. Architecture and design produced in this legendary school had a major impact on society. Bauhaus didactical methods were adopted in schools of architecture and design globally. The course analyzes the school and its impact over the past 100 years.

Lecturer: YELTA KÖM, architect, practices in the intersection between art, architecture, and research. He is devoted to offering solutions to social problems.

Contemporary Furniture Design

The course begins with researching contemporary approaches to furniture design and the use of furniture in different cultural contexts. It continues into technical production, aesthetics, ergonomics, materials and surfaces of furniture, ending with the design and visualization of a prototype.

Lecturer: SVEN HANSEN, co-founder of Murken Hansen Design, works for international clients on high quality consumer goods such as furniture, houseware and lifestyle items.

Exploring Alternative Models of Housing

With the demographic shift in society and flow towards the cities, the discussion on healthy and affordable housing becomes essential. The course investigates existing models of housing on a global scale and examines the future of housing.

Lecturer: YELTA KÖM, architect, practices in the intersection between art, architecture, and research. He is devoted to offering solutions to social problems.